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The monograph aims for a comprehensive look at the history of The Big Apple", incorporating material that
has come to light since the first edition of this work was published in 1991. The overall picture now is:

Apples, always important, became especially so with the appearance of the Big Red Delicious Apple in Iowa,
1870's. "The Big Apple" therefore came to refer to somebody or something very important. In 1920 an

African-American stablehand in New Orleans mentioned in conversation: "We's goin' to 'the big apple'" (NYC
racetracks as the big time in horseracing). Turf writer John J. Fitz Gerald overheard this statement and

adopted "The Big Apple" (1921ff.) in his columns, popularizing it to refer particularly to the NYC tracks.
Secondarily it could refer to big time horseracing in general. In the 1930's "The Big Apple" was picked up by
black jazz musicians to designate NYC in general (and Harlem in particular) as the place where the greatest

jazz in the world was being played.

Apple referred to the prizes being awarded. Allan Metcalf.

The Big Apple

Origin of New York Citys Nickname The Big Apple by Gerald L. A historian has spent three decades delving
into how New York City got its nickname The Big Apple and he has linked it to the horseracing industry a

hundred years ago 10 The first mention of. Gerald Cohen professor of foreign languages at Missouri
University of Science and Technology has coauthored a revised version of his 1991 monograph Origin of
New York Citys Nickname The Big Apple. Fitz Gerald Decem So many people have asked the writer about

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Origin of New York City's Nickname


the derivation of his phrase the big apple that he is forced to make another explanation. Origin of New York
Citys Nickname The Big Apple ISBN 9783631437872 lehmanns.de. Most New Yorkers dont want to believe

the nickname came from a dance that was made famous in Columbia in the 30s at Big Als night club a
deconsecrated Jewish synagogue at the corner of. The Big Apple 1920New York Morning Telegraph J

1970NYC CompanyNew. Evelyn Claudine de SaintEvremond. Title Origin of New York Citys Nickname the
Big Apple Item Condition New. The Big Apples Other Origins There have been dozens of other theories and
legends as to how New York City got its. In The Morning Telegraph he wrote that stable hands often referred

to New York as the Big Apple meaning that any thoroughbred that raced in New York had reached the
pinnacle of racing. Second Revised and Expanded Edition. Like the 2000s Cow Parade before it huge

sculptures are painted and auctioned off for charity.
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